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Abstract — We study Nowak’s model for language
evolution and settle a conjecture by him.
The human language is used to store and transmit infor-
mation. Therefore there is significant interest in the mathe-
matical models of language development. These models aim
to explain how natural selection can lead to the gradual emer-
gence of human language. Nowak and coworkers created such
a mathematical model [2], [3]. A language L in Nowak’s model
is a system L = (O,Xn, d, r) consisting of the following ele-
ments
• O is a finite set of objects, O = {o1, . . . , oN}.
• X is a finite set of phonemes which model the elemen-
tary sounds in the spoken language. The set Xn models
the set of all possible words of length n.
• Each object is mapped to a word by the function
r : O → Xn. Thus, the words for all objects have
the same length n. The model allows several objects
to be mapped to the same word. With some abuse of
notation, we use L to denote the set of all words in the
language, L = {xn : xn = r(oi) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ N}.
• d : X × X → R+ is a measure of distance between
phonemes; i.e., a function that is symmetric d(x, y) =
d(y, x) and non-negative d(x, y) ≥ 0, with d(x, y) = 0 if





d(xi, yi), where x
n, yn ∈
Xn, xn = (x1, . . . , xn), y
n = (y1, . . . , yn).
• The model postulates that the conditional probability of
the event that the listener understands the word yn ∈ L













Nowak was interested in the maximum possible fitness for lan-
guages. So, he defined the fitness of the space Xn as
F (Xn) = sup{F (L,Xn) : L is a language over Xn}
and he posed the determination of the quantity F (Xn) for
general spaces (X, d) as an open problem. He conjectured
that F (Xn) = (F (X ))n when (X , d) is a metric space, i.e.,
when the distance function d satisfies the triangle inequality
d(x, y) + d(y, z) ≥ d(x, z). We show that Nowak’s conjecture
is true for a class of spaces defined by a certain condition on
the distance function. Let us call a space (X, d) a p.s.d. space
if the matrix [e−d(x,y)]x∈X ,y∈X is positive semi-definite. The
main result is the following
Theorem 1 For any p.s.d. space (X , d) where X is a finite
set, the fitness is given by
F (Xn) = F (X )n = enR0 (1)
where








where the minimum is over all probability distributions λ =
(λ1, . . . , λ|X|) on X .
In other words, for p.s.d. spaces Nowak’s conjecture holds and
the fitness is given by powers of eR0 . For any p.s.d. space,
there exists a “channel” [W (z|x)]x∈X ,z∈Z for some set Z such
that (i) W (z|x) ≥ 0, all x, z, (ii)
∑
z





W (z|x)W (z|y), all x, y. The parame-
ter R0 equals the cutoff rate of the channel W in the stan-
dard information-theoretic sense. This indicates a connection
between Nowak’s model and standard information-theoretic
models. Indeed, the proof of the above result makes use of
Gallager’s results on reliability exponents and specifically his
“parallel channels theorem” [1, p. 149] to achieve the single-
letterization demanded by Nowak’s conjecture. Examples of
spaces (X , d) for which Nowak’s conjecture is settled by the
above result are (i) the Hamming space where X is an arbi-
trary finite set and d(x, y) = δx,y is the Hamming metric, (ii)
X is a finite set of reals and d(x, y) = |x − y|, and (iii) X
is a finite set of reals and d(x, y) = (x − y)2. All of these
spaces are p.s.d. Some other partial results are as follows:
(i) All finite ultra-metric spaces are p.s.d. (Recall that in
an ultra-metric space for all three points a, b, c it holds that
d(a, b) ≤ max{d(a, c), d(c, b)}.) (ii) All metric spaces with 3
and 4 elements are p.s.d. (iii) There exists some metric spaces
with 5 elements which are not p.s.d. (iv) For every metric
space (X , d) where X is a subset of reals, there exists a scal-
ing dα(x, y) = αd(x, y) for some α > 0 and for all x, y ∈ X
such that the space (X , dα) is p.s.d. (v) Nowak’s conjecture
does not hold if we do not allow multiplicity of words.
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